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第一題（30 分）

Please translate the following paragraphs into Chinese: 

The debt introduced as a result of leveraged buyouts (LBOs) is viewed by many as an example of debt 

creating pressure for management to refocus on value creation for shareholders. The increased debt taken with 

LBO forces management to eliminate unnecessary perks‘ to limit dive1計fication into unrelated industries, and to 

cancel unprofitable projects. For example, in 2014 the S\viss packaging company SIG Combibloc- one of 

the world ’s largest drink cai1on producers was one of the few large European firms being acquired in a 

leverage buyout for €3.75 billion by the Toronto-based private equity firm Onex. The funds used to finance 

this largest leverage buyout in Europe included about €2.1 bfllion of seven-year dollar-and-euro-dominated term 

loans, which Standard and Poor ’s had rated at B+, €300 million of revolving loans, and ε675 million of 

high-yield bonds, which Standard and Poor's had rated at B-. SIG Combibloc had the typical characteristics of 

a leverage buyout target. The packaging company operated in a mature, stable industry, had relatively stable 

cash flows and had good growth prospects in emerging markets. 

Financial ratio and pi-ospective analysis can help analysts assess whether there are currently free cash flow 

ine伍ciencies 副 a firm as well as risks of future ine伍ciencies. Symptoms of excessive management perks and 

investment in unpr叫:itable projects include the following: 

• High ratios of general �md administrative expenses and overhead to revenue. If a firm’s ratios 訂e

higher than those for its major competitors, one possibility is th剖 management is wasting money on

perks.

• Significant new investments in unrelated areas. If it is difficult to rationalize these new investments,

there might be free cash flow problems.

• High levels of expected operating cash flows (net of essential capital expenditures and debt

retirements）品。m pro forma income and cash flow statements.

﹒ Poor management incentive to create additional shareholder value, evidenced by a weak linage 

between management compensation and firm performance. 

第二題（20分）

Please answer the following questions based on common knowledge of occupational fraud. Choose the best 

answer. ( 4 points for t:ach question) 

I. Which of the following is a major difference between larceny and skimming?

(A) Larceny involves fraudulent disbursements of cash, while skimming involves fraudulent receipts of

cash
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